
  
 

CALLS FOR 
SERVICE 

162 REPORTS 
WRITTEN 

12 TRAFFIC STOPS 41 BAKER ACTS 1 

WATCH COMMANDER:    Stuart/Ditolla DATE: 12/15/2018 

 

TYPE CASE# LOCATION SUMMARY 

Larceny-
Shoplifter 

18-117681 Target D1 was arrested for grand theft/shoplifting after stealing over $700 
of merchandise. She was apprehended in front of the store. D/S Bell 

Stolen 
Vehicle 

18-117678 Parkview Dr RP advised she rented the vehicle, and allowed O1 to use it 
temporarily. On 12/03/2018, O1 and RP exchanging the vehicle. 
Vehicle not returned since December 3, 2018. Report made by D/s 
Conway 

Disturbance 
Domestic 

18-117699 Target Multiple parties reported a physical disturbance in the parking lot 
between a male and female.  Both subjects left in a Nissan 
Pathfinder and witnesses followed the vehicle until a traffic stop 
was conducted on Rae Drive at Raemoor Drive.  After investigation, 
S1 was arrested for domestic battery after striking her boyfriend in 
the face and scratching him causing minor bleeding.  Report made 
by Deputy Lewis 

Baker Act 18-117624 Kingswood Dr Male taken into custody for a Baker Act. 
Crash – No 
Injuries 

18-117672 Pine Lakes Pkwy 
@ Woodbury 
Drive 

S1 was observed by witnesses driving highly reckless after leaving 
the Pine Lakes Mobil gas station and continuously drove reckless 
until rear ending a truck.  S1 then got out of his vehicle and began 
striking the truck with his fist causing several dents.  He attempted 
to get to the driver and began punching the window.  Concerned 
citizens stopped to assist.  Upon Deputy O’Barr arriving on scene, 
the male was still hostile and resisted arrest.  He was placed under 
arrest for resisting arrest without violence, assault, and criminal 
mischief.  Report made by Deputy O’Barr and crash report 
completed by Deputy Wood. 

Assault/Batt
ery 

18-117578 Country Store 
1480 CR 305 
Bunnell 

RP reported that she allegedly “flicked” on her chest while at the 
store. RP stated she wished to pursue battery charges. Video 
reviewed, Battery charges forwarded to the SAO. 
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